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CalcExp Free Download
Size: 1.35M Language: Simplified Chinese Changelog: v1.1.1: · Made the skin changeable. You can now choose the skin, such as LX, TW, SH, ES, JP, CH, NL. v1.1: · Fixed the problem that the result of Sin-Cos was not correct. v1.0: · First released Specification: · Version • Compatibility CalcExp is a science calculator indeed! It has 36 functions with it, such as: Sin, Cos, SinH, Exp, Ln, etc, and the performance is Good! It allows you edit the expression directly, so you
know exactly what you're doing. • Main functions 1.Sin 2.Cos 3.Sine 4.Cosine 5.E 6.Exponent 7.Log 8.Ln 9.Ln(x) 10.Power 11.Power(x,n) 12.Fraction 13.Natural log 14.Power log 15.Power log(x,n) 16.Power log(x,n) 17.Trigonometric inverse 18.Sincos 19.Sinh 20.Cosh 21.Sin(h) 22.Cosh(h) 23.Tan(h) 24.Cot(h) 25.Sec(h) 26.Csc(h) 27.Cosec(h) 28.Tan(c) 29.Cot(c) 30.Sec(c) 31.Csc(c) 32.Sec(c) 33.Cosec(c) 34.Sec(c) 35.Csc(c) 36.Sin(c) 37.Cot(c) 38.Cosec(c) 39.Cot(c)
40.Exp(c) 41.Exp(c,n) 42.Power(x,c) 43.Power(x,c,n) 44.Exp(h) 45.Ln(x) 46.Ln(x,n) 47.Power(x,n) 48.Power(x,n,n) 49.Ln(c) 50

CalcExp
As you use this tool, you will be aware of how macro works. Macros are very similar to function in the sense that they can be used to perform a group of operations. However, macros are not identical to functions since macros must appear at the end of the expression. Also, in the macro, variables can be used. You can define your own macro and name it. and there are no limitations on the length of the macro name. There are four main ways to define macros. · Direct input of
macro parameters. · Input macro as a sub-expression. · Macro definition using special keyword. · Macro definition using string. In some cases, if you want to use the same macro many times, you can save the macro definition and insert the macro in the expression by clicking the button labeled "Insert". You can also define your own macro, and you can name it. The macro can be applied to the text with the name of the macro you defined. You can use Macro a large number of
ways, depending on the context in which the macro is being used. There are 16 types of context that define what action the macro will take on the text it is placed in. 1) Macro Parameter: parameter of macro can be input by using either text format or numbered format. 2) Sub-expression: macro can be inserted into the expression as sub-expression, and the macro parameter can be defined by using the text format or numbered format. The parameter is allowed to be used in the
expression. 3) Special Keyword: macro definition can use the ":", "?" or "-" to define the macro parameter. The macro definition uses the keyword to specify the macro parameter and can be one of the following: a. All (matches anything) b. One (matches only the first parameter) c. Many (matches multiple parameter) The "" is used to specify the keyword. The colon is used to specify the first parameter and the question mark is used to specify the rest of the parameters. 4)
String: the macro definition can use the string to specify the macro parameter. The macro definition uses one or two words for the string parameter and is one of the following: a. Any b. Number Macro to output a character can also be defined by using the string. To help you define macros, we have prepared this English table. □ Macros in this table are from 1d6a3396d6
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As we know, a computer needs a certain language to be able to express or compute. The language of a calculator is not a problem. But the language of CalcExp is just a little bit different. CalcExp is a scientific calculator, its language is not your typical English, but a mixture of English and Math. It is actually a language for users to know how to do the things they need. In CalcExp, when you input a number, it means you want to use our usual keyboard. When you input an
expression, you need to type a plus (+), an equals (=), and a minus (-) or a slash (/) in front of the expression. When you click mouse to enter an expression, you must click an equals (=) first, and then you can click other numbers to enter. CalcExp features the following functions: sin, cos, sinH, exp, ln, etc. sin sin(x)=sin(asin(1)) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*cos(x) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*sin(x) cos cos(x)=cos(asin(1)) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*sin(x) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*cos(x) sinH sinH(x)=sinH(asin(1))
x*x*x*x*x*x*x*cos(x) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*sinH(x) exp exp(x)=exp(asin(1)) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*sinH(x) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*x*exp(x) ln ln(x)=ln(asin(1)) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*x*sinH(x) x*x*x*x*x*x*x*x*x*ln(x) E The E button is an alias for Exp. The E button is an alias for Exp. The E button is an alias for Exp. sqrt sqrt(x)=sqrt(asin(1)) x*

What's New In CalcExp?
CalcExp is designed as an alternative to the windows calculator. It can be widely used for education, office, financing, home, etc. CalcExp is a science calculator indeed! It has 36 functions with it, such as: Sin, Cos, SinH, Exp, Ln, etc, and the performance is Good! It allows you edit the expression directly, so you know exactly what you're doing. With CalcExp you can easily define your own custom functions and constants. CalcExp is very easy to use, whatever you input
expressions by keyboard or clicking mouse. Main features · CalcExp is skin changeable! · User defined functions and constants · Unlimited undo/redo and up to 50 histories Powerful number formatting · Convert result to Hex,Oct,Dec,Bin freely. · 5 kinds of locales to format numbers fitting your custom: US,UK,France,Germany,Italy. · Set fraction digits freely from 5 to 16. · Grouping. In Unit Convertor and Currency Convertor, the results are formatted like the calculator
do. · Scientific notation Very friendly, very easy to use · The frequently used functionalities is intergrated into toolbar buttons, such as: undo/redo, history operations and Unit/Currency Convertor, etc. · Most of the actions are binded with shortcuts, such as, Ctrl+Z to undo, Ctrl+S to save history, Ctrl+Up to recall previous expression in history, etc. · CalcExp can stand always on top to help you work with other applications. CalcExp can hide into systray and save screen space.
when you need it, just one click to open it. · Whatever you like to edit expression directly, or input numbers by clicking mouse, your operation is smooth! We have considered everything for you. Whenever you want to input numbers, you always have a choice to open a mini-keypad to do it! or Input directly by keyboard. 4 Useful tools and an ASCII table · Unit Convertor · Currency Convertor: · Color Convertor: · Statistics Assistant: · ASCII Table :: Install Q: C# Regex
Format : %d I'm trying to create a simple file format as follows: Enter one or more characters of the form: %d Enter characters in the pattern: 1-12, -, %, #, *, &
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System Requirements For CalcExp:
Windows XP Windows Vista Windows 7 Mac OS X 10.6 or later Intel-based personal computer iPad 2 Wi-Fi + 3G; or iPhone 4, iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPod touch (5th generation), iPod touch (6th generation) iPad 3 Wi-Fi + 3G; or iPad mini iPhone 5; or iPod touch (6th generation) iPhone 4S; or iPod touch (5th
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